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POP-UP CARD! 
Let’s make a Pop-up card this Easter for your loved ones. Follow the steps below.

Take the above given sheet, 
cut along the red dotted lines. 

STEP 1

Turn it over & apply glue on the 
area as shown. Do not apply on 

the rectangle in the middle.

Take the other given sheet and stick the first sheet in the 
center. Please refer to the above image. Fold the card from 

the centre along the blue dotted line.  

Apply a little glue on the blue dots and 
stick the cutouts as shown. 

Stick the 3rd given sheet behind as 
shown. We are done! Now write a small 
message and gift it your loved ones :)

Cutout the above shapes 
from the given sheet. 

Fold along the blue dotted lines 
to make the small rectangle 

pop up as shown in the image. 

STEP 2 STEP 3

STEP 5STEP 4

STEP 6 STEP 7

Glue
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Additional Decor



FINGER BUNNIES!
Read the folding instructions before you start making your Origami Finger Bunnies. 

There are 2 types of folds in the given origami - dotted and dashed.

Dotted line Dashed Line

Fold along the dotted line with the line 
visible outside. Example:

Fold along the dotted line with the line not 
visible outside. Example:

STEPS
1. Cut the marked square
2. Fold along the given lines in the mentioned order
3. Insert your finger from under and play!
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SPRINGY BUNNY!

Cut the 2 strips of given sheet. Apply glue in the area shown and stick the strips together, overlapping the 
ends so that the strips form an ‘L’.

Tightly fold the lower paper strip over the one on top. Next, fold the lower paper strip over the paper on 
top and repeat.

Continue folding the lower strip over the top strip till the entire strip is used. Glue the last flap to the flap 
below it to secure the spring.

Your spring should look like this:

A
pply

glue here

Apply
glue here

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

Let’s make a Springy Bunny for your desk.  Follow the steps below.



Cut out the bunny’s face and stick it on the topmost flap of the paper spring.

Next, cut the 2 legs and stick them to the bottom flap. Your Springy Bunny is ready!

STEP 4

STEP 5



Apply
Glue here
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